The entangled state that results when a detector measures a superposed quantum system has spawned decades of concern about the problem of definite outcomes or "Schrodinger's cat." This state seems to describe a detector in an indefinite or "smeared" situation of indicating two macroscopic configurations simultaneously. This would be paradoxical. Since all entangled states are known to have nonlocal properties, and since measurements have obvious nonlocal characteristics, it's natural to turn to nonlocality experiments for insight into this question. Unlike the measurement situation where the phase is fixed at zero for perfect correlations, nonlocality experiments cover the full range of superposition phases and can thus show precisely what entangled states superpose. For two-state systems, these experiments reveal that the measurement state is not a superposition of two macroscopically different detector states but instead a superposition of two coherent correlations between distinct detector states and corresponding system states. In the measurement situation (i.e. at zero phase), and assuming the Schrodinger's cat scenario, the entangled state can be read as follows: An undecayed nucleus is perfectly correlated with an alive cat, AND a decayed nucleus is perfectly correlated with a dead cat, where "AND" indicates the superposition. This is not paradoxical.
Introduction
Beginning at least with John von Neumann's 1932 analysis of quantum foundations, [1] countless scientists have pondered the measurement problem: How can we reconcile the collapse of the quantum state occurring upon measurement with the smooth evolution predicted between measurements? For example, consider the double-slit experiment: An electron approaches an opaque screen containing two narrow adjacent parallel slits, passes through the slits, and impacts a viewing screen. In an ensemble of trials, individual flashes appear all over the screen, arranged into the familiar interference pattern. Since this pattern persists even when the electrons pass through one at a time, each electron must pass through both slits and "then interfere only with itself." [2, 3] How can we reconcile the extended pattern with the individual small flashes? If we now introduce a which-path detector at the slits, we encounter another measurement problem: The instant we switch on the detector, the interference pattern jumps into a non-interfering sum of the two patterns formed when only one or the other slit is open. The which-path measurement caused the superposition over both slits to transform to a mixture of two single-slit patterns. How shall we explain this?
For non-relativistic systems, physicists agree that Schrodinger's equation describes the evolution of quantum states between measurements. But there is no agreement on whether and how this or any other evolution describes measurements. This is not acceptable. Since detectors are made of atoms that obey quantum physics, why should some other rule apply only during measurements?
A more specific problem arises when one applies quantum physics to measurements. Detectors, such as the which-slit detector mentioned above, identify one of a specific set of superposed states of the detected system. When a detector measures a system that is initially in one of these eigenstates, it must indicate the system to be in that state. The linearity of quantum physics then implies that, when a detector measures a system that is initially in a superposition of eigenstates, the result is a superposition in which each term contains a different macroscopic state of the detector. The detector seems to be in a superposition of detector states! This paradox is dramatized in Erwin Schrodinger's description of a radioactive nucleus whose state is measured by a cat whose life or death detects, with the help of a Geiger counter or other device, a non-decayed or decayed state of the nucleus. Quantum theory, rather than predicting a classical probability distribution over the possible outcomes "alive" and "dead," seems to predict the cat will be found in a "smeared" superposition of being both alive and dead--an absurd conclusion that is never observed. [4] This paper resolves this "problem of definite outcomes" using standard quantum physics. [5] Section 2 reviews some history showing the centrality of entanglement and nonlocality to the measurement problem. It notes Einstein's concern, at the 1927 Solvay Conference, that measurements have an instantaneous character that appears to violate the special theory of relativity. Section 3 poses the outcomes problem mathematically. It presents von Neumann's derivation of the entangled state obtained when a macroscopic detector B measures the state of a superposed quantum system A. Given the obviously nonlocal character of measurements (Section 2), the entanglement is expected. But as explained above, the problem is that this state appears to entail a paradoxical superposition of macroscopically different states of B. The remainder of the paper investigates this problem of definite outcomes.
As we will see, the solution emerges from an improved understanding of precisely what entangled states superpose. To understand a superposition, one must determine what changes occur when the superposition's phase angle varies. This is not possible if one sticks to the measurement state, where the phase is fixed at zero for perfect correlations. Thus this paper examines nonlocality experiments. Although the entangled subsystems in these experiments are microscopic (two photons, for example), the experiments examine the full range of phase angles and thus allow us to understand the nature of the entangled state, an understanding that will allow us to resolve the problem of definite outcomes.
Our solution revolves around the following technical point that emerges from the theory behind the nonlocality experiments: If a quantum system A is in a simple superposition
A is in both states |A1> and |A2> simultaneously. But if two subsystems A and B are in an entangled superposition
quantum theory predicts neither subsystem is in a superposition. The theory predicts, instead, that |AB> describes two simultaneous coherent (phase-dependent) statistical correlations between fixed (i.e. phase-independent) incoherent states of A and B. That is, |A1> is correlated in a phase-dependent manner with |B1>, AND |A2> is similarly correlated with |B2>, where "AND" indicates the superposition.
Phase changes alter only these correlations, without altering |A1>, |A2>, |B1>, or |B2>. To put it another way, in (1) A is "smeared" (superposed); in (2) , the correlations between A and B are smeared but neither A nor B is smeared.
Section 4 demonstrates this via the theoretical analysis of an experiment we will call the "RTO experiment." This experiment is a Bell's inequality (nonlocality) test involving momentum-entangled (rather than polarization-entangled as in other non-locality experiments) photons. The RTO experiment studies |AB> over the full range of phases, and thus reveals precisely what |AB> does and doesn't superpose. Section 4 reviews the theoretical analysis, published at the time the experiment was performed, that predicts the RTO results. Both the theoretical analysis and the experimental outcomes show that it would not be paradoxical to suppose that one, or even both, subsystems are macroscopic.
Based on the RTO experiment, Section 5 discusses precisely what is superposed--what is "smeared"--when two quantum systems A and B are entangled. It turns out that neither subsystem is superposed.
Section 6 applies all this to the definite outcomes problem by returning to the measurement situation in which |AB> no longer represents an entangled photon pair but rather a macroscopic detector B entangled with a quantum system A, with the phase angle fixed at zero to ensure perfect (100% positive) correlations between A and B. Numerous analysts have presumed the measurement state (2) does not predict definite outcomes. [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This presumption misinterprets the meaning of the entangled superposition (2) . Instead, quantum theory, supported by experiment, predicts that the entangled measurement state |AB> represents a standard probability distribution of definite outcomes of measurements.
Section 7 summarizes and discusses the conclusions.
Posing the problem of definite outcomes
John von Neumann was the first to analyze quantum measurements. [1] As recounted in standard references [16] , a quantum measurement begins with a quantum system A (assumed here to be described in a two-dimensional Hilbert space) in a superposition such as (1) . The basis states |Aj> (j=1,2) are assumed to be orthonormal and defined by some macroscopic measuring device B designed to detect these states. For example, A might be an electron passing through a doubleslit experiment and B a which-slit detector. In order to make such a measurement, B must distinguish between the |Aj>, so it must have macroscopically different states |Bj> such that, if A is in |Aj>, then measurement by B yields the corresponding |Bj>. If the measurement is minimally disturbing and thus leaves the |Aj> unaltered, then
where the arrow represents the measurement process and |ready> represents the state of B prior to measurement. Thus, when B measures the superposed state (1), linearity of the time evolution implies the measurement process is
Thus, when A in state (1) is measured by B, the composite system AB evolves into the entangled measurement state |AB> (Eq. (2)). The problem is that analysts and textbooks have for decades assumed |AB> describes a detector that is simultaneously in two macroscopically different states |B1> and |B2>. [4, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Such a prediction of a superposed or "indefinite" outcome --Schrodinger [4] referred to a "living and dead cat ...smeared out in equal parts"-would indeed be paradoxical. But is it true that |AB> represents the same kind of superposition as the simple superposition (1), where each product state |Aj>|Bj> represents a situation in which A is in |Aj> and B is in |Bj>? If the answer is yes then, in the "cat" scenario, (2) does indeed represent a nucleus that is both undecayed and decayed together with a cat that is both alive and dead, which is absurd.
However, we will find that the answer is "no." Rigorous quantum theory implies that |AB> represents the following situation: A is in \A1> if and only if B is in |B1> AND A is in \A2> if and only if B is in |B2>, where "AND" represents the superposition. This is not paradoxical. It's just what we want. As we will see, previous analysts have misunderstood the precise meaning of a product state such as |A1>|B1>. According to both theory and experiment (Sections 4 and 5), such a product state does not mean A is in |A1> and B is in |B1>; instead, it means |A1> is coherently correlated with |B1>.
Nonlocality is intrinsic to measurements
It's striking that von Neumann's quite general analysis of quantum measurement concluded that the measured system and its detector become entangled. Although von Neumann didn't realize it at the time, we know today that all such states have non-local characteristics. [17, 18] . Although analysts have long puzzled over how the entangled state |AB> can be reconciled with what we observe in measurements (for discussions of this puzzlement, see [16] ), non-locality is written all over the measurement process and thus it is not at all surprising that measurements entail entangled states.
Albert Einstein, just two years after the founding of quantum theory, was the first to discern the nonlocality inherent in quantum measurements. At the 1927 Solvay Conference, he noted that quantum measurement requires instantaneous action-at-a-distance. [19] [20] [21] He asked the audience to consider a single electron passing through a small hole in a partition. Schrodinger's equation predicts the wave function diffracts broadly while approaching a distant viewing screen which Einstein assumed was hemispherical so the wave function would reach the entire screen simultaneously. But the electron then makes a small impact at one place on the screen According to Einstein's written version:
The scattered wave moving towards [the viewing screen] does not present any preferred direction. If psi-squared were simply considered as the probability that a definite particle is situated at a certain place at a definite instant, it might happen that one and the same elementary process would act at two or more places of the screen. But the interpretation, according to which psi-squared expresses the probability that this particle is situated at a certain place, presupposes a very particular mechanism of action at a distance. [19, 20] Prior to reaching the screen, the wave function spreads so the electron could possibly interact anyplace on the screen. But when the interaction occurs at some point x, the status of every other point y must instantly switch from "possible impact point" to "impossible impact point." Instantaneous correlations must therefore exist between all points on the screen. Although Einstein thought that special relativity prohibits this, we will see that the |AB>'s non-local characteristics are precisely what is needed to resolve the problem raised by Einstein without violating special relativity.
Five years later, Schrodinger described a now-famous cat that appeared, as a consequence of the cat's employment as a radioactive decay detector, to be in an entangled superposition of being both alive and dead. [4] The problem was that the cat's state should collapse into either alive or dead, indicating a nucleus that was, respectively, either undecayed or decayed. This apparent superposition of two macroscopic states of the detector is the problem of definite outcomes.
Einstein's point in 1927 implies nonlocality and hence entanglement is essential to quantum measurements. In 1935, Schrodinger wrote Einstein a letter introducing entanglement. Schrodinger used the German word "Verschraenkung," which he translated as "entanglement," to describe the correlations that remain between two quantum systems that have interacted and separated. Schrodinger stated: "I would not call [entanglement] one but rather the characteristic trait of quantum mechanics, the one that enforces its entire departure from classical lines of thought." [22] Neither entanglement nor nonlocality were at all understood until 1964 when John Bell showed entangled states entail instantaneous nonlocal action at a distance. [23] Even after Bell's work and corroborating experiments by John Clauser [24] and Alain Aspect [25] , there was no consensus. Not until 2015, when three loophole-closing experiments appeared, [26] [27] [28] did physicists reach consensus. It's no wonder there has been confusion about the implications of entanglement.
The RTO experiment: the phase-dependence of entangled states.
Here we study |AB> in a broader context. For reliable measurements, the detector must be perfectly correlated with the state of the measured quantum object. This occurs when the phase of the superposition |AB> is zero. But to understand |AB>, we surely need to know its behavior as the phase angle changes. Understanding the phase-dependence of entangled states is precisely the purpose of nonlocality experiments on entangled photon pairs, beginning with those of Clauser and Aspect. In these experiments, both subsystems are microscopic, allowing the experimenter to vary the phase of |AB>. We will study a particularly appropriate experiment of this sort. Our conclusion will be: The phase of |AB> does not control the state of either subsystem. That is, subsystem states remain fixed as the phase varies. The phase controls only the degree of correlation between states of A and B. As we will see, this sheds new light on entanglement and resolves the problem of definite outcomes.
We begin by describing a simpler experiment: the interferometer set-up of Fig. 1 , which exemplifies the non-entangled superposition (1) . A photon enters a beam splitter BS1 and reflects along path 1 while transmitting along path 2. Mirrors M reunite the two branches, phase shifters f1 and f2 vary the two path lengths, changing the phases along each path by angles f1 and f2 (we use the same symbol for the phase shifters and for the angles), a second optional beam splitter BS2 mixes the branches at the intersection, and B1 or B2 detects the photon. In many trials with BS2 inserted, outcomes vary smoothly from 100% probability of B1 to 100% probability of B2 as f2-f1 varies smoothly from 0 to π. Since this the outcome varies with both f1 and f2 , each photon must travel both paths, i.e. each photon's state is a coherent (phase-dependent) superposition of both paths. Thus a simple superposition of the form (1) entails that, before measurement at B1/B2, the system A is in a "smeared" superposition of being in both states |A1> and |A2> simultaneously.
Turning to the entangled state (2): two independent groups, Rarity and Tapster and also Ou, Zou, Wang, and Mandel, reported in 1990 on essentially identical interferometer experiments using momentum-entangled photon pairs to study the state |AB>. [29] [30] [31] Because it varies the phase over 0 to π, this "RTO experiment" sheds new light on |AB>. We will describe the experiment, then present its quantum-theoretical analysis and predicted results, then compare these predictions with the experimental outcomes. Fig. 2 shows the experimental layout. 2 The source creates entangled photon pairs A, B by down-conversion of a laser beam in a non-linear crystal. The pure state |AB> is prepared by selecting four single-photon beams, each a plane wave having a distinct wave vector k, from the output of the down-conversion crystal. It's fruitful to regard the composite system AB as a single "bi-photon" moving outward from the source and superposed along the solid path and also the dashed path. As AB moves outward along the solid path, photon A encounters a mirror M, then a beam splitter BS where it transmits to detector A1 and reflects to detector A2, while photon B encounters a mirror M, then a phase shifter fB that alters its phase by fB, then a beam splitter BS where it transmits to detector B1 and reflects to detector B2. The dashed path has a similar description. The experiment records outcomes at the four singlephoton detectors Ai and Bi (i=1,2), and records coincidences at the four pairs of biphoton detectors (Ai, Bj) (i=1,2 and j=1,2).
The state |AB> describes a coherent superposition of two distinct pairs of correlated photon paths for the two photons, one pair shown as the solid line in Fig.  2 and the other shown as the dashed line. The setup amounts to back-to-back interferometer experiments, each similar to Fig. 1 , with two photons that have been previously entangled, and with BS1 effectively located inside the source.
As we proceed, keep in mind that the experiment studies the same state |AB> that one obtains upon measurement. But there are two differences between a measurement and the RTO experiment: First, in a measurement, A is an arbitrary quantum system and B a macroscopic detector; in RTO, A and B are photons.
Second, in a measurement, |AB> has a single fixed phase equal to zero; in RTO, the phase varies from 0 to π. These phase variations are the key to understanding the measurement state. The experiment is a study of the measurement state |AB> with continuously variable phases. At zero phase, each photon "measures" the other. Michael Horne, Abner Shimony and Anton Zeilinger predicted the results of this experiment by means of an optical-path analysis [33, 34] , which we now outline. They began by calculating each of the two-point non-local quantum field amplitudes (whose absolute squares give probabilities) at the four coincidence locales (Ai, Bj). Consider, for example, the outcome (A1, B2). From Fig. 2 , there are two contributions to this probability amplitude. One arises from the solid path with A transmitted through its beam splitter and B reflected from its beam splitter; the other arises from the dashed path with A reflected from its beam splitter and B transmitted through its beam splitter. Taking phase shifts fB and fA into account, as well as phase shifts due to reflection and transmission at mirrors and beam splitters, Horne et al. find the total phase shifts along each path for both contributions. Based on |AB>, they write down the nonlocal probability amplitude at (A1, B2)
where the first term is associated with the solid path to detectors A1 and B2, the second term is associated with the dashed path to the same detectors, the additional factor of 1/2 comes from the two beams passing through beam splitters, and w, x, y, z are non-variable phase-shifts accounting for reflections and transmissions at mirrors and beam splitters. Mod-squaring (5) then yields the coincidence probability
where v is again a non-variable phase factor. Similarly,
where u is a non-variable phase factor, with similar expressions for P(A2, B1) and P (A2, B2) . All four probabilities are sinusoidal in the non-local phase fB-fA. Thus the theory predicts the coincidence data to show nonlocal interference between A and B regardless of the distance between their detectors! To obtain a single-photon prediction such as P(A1), Horne et al. begin from the straightforward probability relation P(A1) = P(A1, B1) + P(A1, B2).
This step sums over the outcomes of the other photon and is analogous to "tracing out" the dependence of the density operator (i.e. the projection operator arising from (2)) on the other photon. Using (6) and (7),
Horne et al. then show the two phase factors u and v differ by exactly π: v = u + π (mod 2π).
Thus the sinusoidal terms in (9) cancel, and we are left with P(A1) = 1/2 regardless of phase. This important result arises from destructive interference between the two nonlocal contributions to (8) . Photon A has been "decohered" [16] (deprived of its phase) by the destructive interference of two coherent contributions from the other photon! The result at all four single-photon detectors is the same:
Quoting Horne et al.: "What is extraordinary is that there are no one-particle interference fringes in this arrangement." [33] Nature has good reason for decohering the individual photons: Any single-photon phase dependence could be used to establish an instantaneous communication channel between A and B, violating special relativity. A steady stream of entangled photons sent from the source would enable any change in B's phase shifter to show up instantly at A's detectors as a phase change. Thus the individual photons must be deprived of their phase--decohered.
Regarding the coincidence data, Horne et al. proceed as follows: If one station observes outcome 1 while the other observes outcome 2, the results are said to be "different." Otherwise, the results are the "same." From (6), (7) , and two similar expressions for P(A2, B1) and P(A2, B2), one then finds P(same) = P[(A1,B1) or (A2,B2)] = 1/2[1 + cos(fB -fA)] 
The "degree of correlation," defined as C = P(same) -P(different), is then
as graphed in Fig. 3 . The RTO experimental outcomes confirm the theoretical predictions (11) and (14), at some 100 different non-local phase angles fB -fA distributed over the entire range 0 to π. 3 The theoretical results exceed Bell's inequality for suitable choices of phase angles, and the experimental results exceed Bell's inequality by several standard deviations, confirming the non-local nature of the entangled state |AB>. Fig. 3 graphs the theoretically-predicted degree of correlation (14) between RTO's entangled photons, as a function of the non-local phase angle fB -fA. A correlation of +1 corresponds to the measurement situation: the probability of "same" is 100%. A correlation of -1 corresponds to a 100% probability of "different." Other degrees of correlation correspond to varying probabilities of "same" or "different." Violation of Bell's inequality guarantees the nonlocal character of these results. The nonlocality is intuitively obvious. For example, the correlation is perfect at zero phase. How can the outcomes at A1/A2 and at B1/B2 agree perfectly (either A1 and B1, or A2 and B2) across an arbitrary distance despite the presence of beam splitters that mix each photon just prior to detection? It's as though fair coins were flipped at both stations and the outcomes always agreed! Fig. 3 provides new insight into the meaning of entanglement. For our purposes, the message of the RTO theory and experiment is that the phase of |AB> controls the degree of correlation between fixed states of A and B, implying the entangled superposition |AB> is qualitatively different from the simple superposition state (1) where the phase A controls the state of A.
What do entangled states superpose?
To clarify this, Table 1 compares the single-photon superposition (Fig. 1 ) with the entangled superposition ( Fig. 2) , at five phase angles. In Column 2, we see that the single photon interferes with itself and is hence a coherent (phase-dependent) object. The single photon is "smeared" over both paths. In contrast, column 4 shows no evidence that either photon interferes with itself. In fact, both photons are in incoherent (phase-independent) 50-50 states. The entanglement has "decohered" both photons--deprived them of their phase and thus their coherence [16] --leaving both with only their amplitudes. As we see from column 5, the entanglement process (4) shifts the phase dependence from the state of A to the correlation between states of A and B: This correlation varies from +1 (A1/B1 or A2/B2) to -1 (A1/B2 or A2/B1) as the phase varies from 0 to π. Table 1 . Comparison of a simple superposition ( Fig. 1) with an entangled superposition (Fig. 2) . In Fig. 1 , the single photon's state varies with phase. In Fig. 2, entanglement Entanglement transfers coherence from the individual photons to the composite system AB, decohering the former while "cohering" the latter. This transfer of coherence ensures the unitary nature of the entanglement process. Correlations between subsystem outcomes (column 5), rather than individual subsystem outcomes (columns 2 and 4), now vary coherently with phase. While (1) is a coherent superposition of the state of A, (2) is a coherent superposition of correlations between a fixed incoherent state of A and a fixed incoherent state of B. That is, the state (|A1>|B1>+|A2>|B2>)/√2 is a superposition of correlations between A and B. The two correlations that are superposed are the nonlocal coherent correlation between |A1> and |B1> (the solid line in Figure 2 ) and similar correlation between |A2> and |B2> (the dashed line in Figure 2 ).
For example, at zero phase (the measurement situation) |A1> is perfectly correlated with |B1> AND |A2> is perfectly correlated with |B2>, where "AND" indicates the superposition. Note that there is no paradox in this statement. It says merely that both correlations are true. In fact, if we imagine one subsystem, or even both subsystems, to be macroscopic, [35] there is still no paradox in this statement, because the superposition refers only to correlations between subsystems.
Standard quantum theory predicts definite outcomes of measurements
We now return to the measurement situation where A is a superposed quantum system, B a macroscopic device that measures A, and the phase of |AB> is fixed at zero. As a typical example, consider the interferometer experiment of Fig. 1 but with BS2 now removed so B1/B2 becomes a which-path detector of the superposed photon A. After passing through BS1, the photon is in the superposition (1). We have argued (Section 2) that as such a superposed photon approaches detectors B1/B2, it necessarily becomes entangled with the detectors in the state |AB>. As we have seen above, this state entails no superposition of the detector. The theoretical-predictions can be read off from Table 1 at zero phase: Column 4 says outcome Bi occurs with 50% probability, and column 5 says Bi occurs if and only if Ai occurs (i=1,2). This is just what we want from measurement. There is no paradoxical superposition of the detector and no indefinite outcomes, because the superposition indicated by the "plus" sign in |AB> describes only a superposition of correlations. As we saw in Section 4, this conclusion is predicted by standard quantum theory and confirmed by the RTO experiment.
Conclusion and discussion.
Quantum theory predicts definite outcomes of measurements. The rigorous theoretical analysis of Horne et al. [33, 34] implies that the measurement state (2) at zero phase implies merely a superposition of two perfect correlations: |A1> is perfectly (in 100% of trials) correlated with |B1>, AND |A2> is perfectly correlated with |B2>, where the word "AND" indicates the superposition. This is not paradoxical, and it resolves the problem of definite outcomes.
Previous analysts have assumed a product state |Ai>|Bi> means "A is in |Ai> and B is in |Bi>." But theory and experiment show it means "A is in |Ai> if and only if B is in |Bi>." That is, a product state represents a correlation between sub-system states, not a configuration of the composite system. This is of little consequence for non-entangled product states, but of great consequence for entangled states.
This analysis also resolves Einstein's dissenting remark at Solvay 1927 (Section 3). Consider the measurement example presented in Section 6. If the two photon detectors are typical, each detector contains a single electron which is activated upon interacting with the photon. The entangled photon activates one of these, triggering a many-electron avalanche that irreversibly amplifies the detection to the macroscopic level where it is recorded. Einstein's question amounts to the following: How does the electron in the other detector instantly receive the information that it should not be activated? This is nonlocal: The distance from B1 to B2 could be arbitrarily large. Clearly, the entangled measurement state is responsible for this nonlocal behavior. In fact, this argument shows measurements must be described by entangled (hence nonlocal) states.
The nonlocality of the measurement process was directly experimentally tested by Fuwa et al. [36] who claim "we demonstrate this single-particle spooky action ...by [beam-] splitting a single photon between two laboratories and experimentally testing whether the choice of measurement in one laboratory really causes a change in the local quantum state in the other laboratory."
